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ABSTRACT
Recent advances in generative AI and machine learning have stirred up fears about the unbridled adoption of autonomous, self-adaptive decision mechanisms in socio-technical systems. This vision paper explores the critical relationship between software-intensive systems and the empowerment of humans as individuals and society. We highlight the need for human empowerment within the context of self-adaptive socio-technical systems (SASTSs), which require mechanisms for balancing of diverse needs, values, and ethics on the individual, community, and societal levels. We propose an architecture comprised of Connector and Mediator elements, and third-party auditing, to support interactions and ensure preservation of human needs, values, and ethics. We use an example of Robot-Assisted A&E Triage system to motivate and illustrate our work and discuss some open challenges for future research.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The pervasive influence of technology in our daily lives and society cannot be overstated. In an era dominated by software-driven solutions, our actions and behaviors are increasingly shaped by the impact of digital systems, both positively and negatively.

In today’s interconnected world, data flows freely across digital systems, transcending geographical and temporal boundaries, and, consequently, the behavior of individuals and society as a whole is linked to this pervasive connectivity. Within this software-intensive environment, it is imperative to consider the concept of human empowerment as a cornerstone in the design, engineering, and utilization of software systems. By humans, we encompass individuals, communities, and society at large. More specifically, we consider that humans’ engagement in system interactions may be motivated by their specific and intrinsic needs, values, and ethical norms [5, 15, 26, 37, 38].

These needs, values, and ethical norms may range from deeply personal beliefs to broader societal principles, with some even being established due to regulations. This multi-tiered perspective acknowledges that nations, regions, and societies themselves constitute distinct types of communities; each with the authority to establish rules and regulations that reflect the ethical concerns shared by a broader societal consensus.

In [22] the notion of digital ethics as introduced by Floridi [15] is suggested as a way to help draw the line of system’s autonomy with respect to human autonomy. Digital ethics encompasses two dimensions, namely: hard ethics, which are firmly rooted in legal frameworks and in established social norms (e.g., GDPR); and soft ethics, which encompass the moral preferences and ethical considerations of individuals and groups.

However, the march toward extensive automation, particularly in self-adaptive socio-technical systems (SASTSs), has raised concerns about the erosion of human autonomy. While humans, including moderators, decision-makers, data scientists, and operators, oversee these types of systems, three critical concerns have emerged:

- **Misaligned Objectives**: SASTSs may optimize goals that deviate from societal and human values, potentially leading to outcomes that conflict with hard ethics.
- **Algorithmic and Data Bias**: SASTSs may inadvertently perpetuate or amplify existing biases, potentially resulting in discriminatory or unfair outcomes [42].
- **Neglect of Human Values**: SASTSs may not consider and integrate soft ethics in their decision-making processes [11].

These concerns surrounding SASTS pose significant obstacles to their continued development, operation, evolution, and widespread acceptance. The introduction of regulatory measures, such as the GDPR and AI Act 1, reflects society’s response to these concerns. However, these regulations often lag behind technological advancements, serving primarily as a reactive safeguard against excesses and problems that have already materialized. Furthermore, overbearing regulation can stifle innovation and hinder societal progress.

Our goal is to address the challenges associated with strengthening the role of human empowerment within SASTSs. We direct our attention to changes within systems and their environments, shifts

---

in soft ethics, and alterations in the regulatory landscape within which these systems operate (hard ethics).

The targeted problem poses several key challenges:

**Complex Decision-Making:** How can SASTSs navigate the complex landscape of diverse hard and soft ethics, while simultaneously achieving other critical system’s objectives?

**Capturing Stakeholder Goals:** How can individuals effectively articulate their soft ethics in a manner that is understandable and actionable within the intricate decision-making processes of SASTSs?

**Stakeholder Engagement:** How can individuals remain informed about these processes of SASTSs, fostering transparency and awareness, and how can they exercise agency when necessary to safeguard their hard and soft ethics?

**Evolution & Change:** How can SASTSs adapt to the fluid nature of hard and soft ethics, and how can these systems evolve while preserving respect for these fundamental human aspects?

**Motivating Example:** To illustrate the significance of the above challenges, consider a real-world SASTS, the Diagnostic AI System for Robot-Assisted A&E Triage (DAiSY [34]). DAiSY is composed of a robot that assists humans (patients and clinicians) by collecting medically relevant information about a patient (e.g., the vital signs), and establishes the connection between humans and the planning system responsible for triage decisions, as shown in Figure 1. When patients arrive in the triage room of a hospital, they have the option to register themselves through the robot or to queue to be registered manually by a nurse. The robot can significantly expedite the process. However, the use of a robot creates concerns about soft and hard ethics, as described below:

- **Misaligned Objectives:** The assistive robots and triage system will collect sensitive patient information, yet it remains crucial to ensure that the requested information remains within boundaries and compatible with the purposes of the overall system (so as to not be construed as a form of surveillance or interrogation). Furthermore, the collected data should be handled securely and in compliance with privacy regulations (e.g., GDPR in Europe). Transparency in the robot’s and triage system’s decision-making processes is also essential to build trust and accountability. In addition, patients and clinicians must provide informed consent for any interaction or data collection involving the assistive robot and triage system. Ensuring that patients understand the robot’s capabilities and purpose, and how their data will be used is essential to respect their autonomy and decision-making.

- **Algorithmic and Data Bias:** The algorithms and data used to train assistive robots and implement the triage system can introduce biases, which can result in unfair treatment of certain demographic groups [42]. Efforts should be made to identify and mitigate biases in decision-making processes to ensure fairness and equity.

- **Neglect of Human Values:** The triage system should be designed with cultural sensitivity in mind, respecting diverse cultural norms and practices. What is acceptable in one culture may not be in another, and robots and the triage system should be adaptive and respectful. Furthermore, triage situations can be emotionally charged, and both patients and clinicians may need emotional support. While robots can provide information and assistance, they lack the emotional empathy that humans can offer. Care must be taken not to dehumanize the patient experience.

This real-world application emphasizes the need for digital systems to transcend purely economic or technical objectives and incorporate social, legal, ethical, empathetic, and cultural norms [18, 45].

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 outlines our vision, defines an architecture to empower humans, and argues how this architecture will lead to improved awareness and management of the diverse soft and hard ethics of humans.

## 2 VISION

We envision a scenario in which SASTSs and humans (individual, community, and society) are able to react to changes without requiring explicit awareness, formal approvals, or concerns about the consequences of evolution that may arise from these changes. In this complex scenario, it is essential to equip humans with the ability to deal with the consequences of dynamic changes. At the same time, it is essential to equip SASTSs with necessary mechanisms to address changes in soft and hard ethics.

A central element of our vision is to establish a boundary for the autonomy of SASTSs. This includes a clear separation between decisions that SASTSs can make autonomously and those that can be adapted or negotiated in response to human soft and hard ethics during interactions with individuals. A SASTS must adhere to the principles of hard ethics while accommodating the subtleties of soft ethics. This adaptation allows the system to facilitate decisions that involve ethical considerations.

However, humans interacting with SASTSs have soft ethics that serve as an expression of their values. It is necessary to create an environment that supports the expression of these soft ethics and allows them to influence the behavior of the system in a way that is consistent with the ethical orientation of the humans. Considering our example of the DAiSY system, a compassionate customer should be able to voluntarily give up his or her assigned triage priority in favor of others, thereby influencing the DAiSY system’s default soft ethics.

Our vision aims to support humans interacting with SASTSs in an environment characterized by dynamic changes and inherent...
In order to achieve this, we propose an architecture that empowers humans and distributes responsibility by including two main architectural elements between the Human and SASTS, namely, Connector and Mediator.

**Human** The Human that interacts with the SASTS may refer to an individual human stakeholder, but also to communities consisting of multiple individuals, which in turn can be informal, semi-formal, and society.

**Connector** An architectural element close to the Human. The Connector manages and represents the soft ethics of Humans and serves as an intermediary on their behalf when interacting with the SASTS. This element needs to be controlled entirely by the Human. It engages in negotiation and communication with the SASTS on the Human’s behalf.

**Mediator** The Mediator is an architectural element placed in between the Connector and the SASTS. It checks hard ethics and makes complex trade-offs. The Mediator engages in negotiations with the SASTS and Connector to achieve a trade-off. The negotiations and trade-offs take into account the Human’s soft ethics, the given hard ethics, and the requirements of the SASTS for providing a service requested by the Human. In our vision, multiple Mediators, each specialized in checking different hard ethics could co-exist and work together. Depending on the context of the SASTS, different Mediators can be combined. Changes in the SASTS could entail a change within a Mediator itself or the set of Mediators that are combined.

**Third Party Auditor** The Third Party Auditor is an element that is not directly involved in the communication between the Human and the SASTS. The task of the Third Party Auditor is to check whether the elements of our proposed architecture adhere to the given ethics and generally operate as defined. Specific focus is placed on the monitoring of the Mediator, as this element ensures general functionality and compliance with hard ethics, even if the system does not fully do so itself. However, the SASTS also needs to be audited, e.g., as it is currently done for GDPR compliance with data protection impact assessments (DPIA). The role of Third Party Auditor should be performed by a neutral institution (e.g., a body authorized by the state).

**Human Models** Models of the Human are created and maintained by the Connector and Mediator. The models contain information about the Human, including information about their soft ethics. Furthermore, our vision entails the creation of particular models for each unique system, including Connectors and Mediators. The SASTS does not store Human Models, instead, it engages with the Mediator to acquire information about and soft ethics of the Human. Depending on the implementation, the Mediator could also use (freely) available Human Models as information when checking compliance regarding hard ethics, e.g., whether data of the human can be considered anonymous or not.

**SASTS** A self-adaptive socio-technical system (SASTS) with which the Human wants to interact. The SASTS provides the Human with services or information. SASTSs might change and evolve depending on its current environment, context, and general business needs.

As shown in Figure 2, when interacting with SASTSs, the Human only interacts with the respective Connector. The Connector in turn interacts with the Mediator, which interacts with the SASTS. Through our envisioned architecture, the responsibility of aligning with the diverse ethics of humans is distributed across different architectural elements.

In cases where the SASTS changes, the Mediator has to react and adapt to ensure compliance with these changes and appropriately negotiate with relevant Connectors. Changes in the Mediator might also entail adaptation of the Connector, as the Mediator might require previously undefined information or decisions of the Human. In case of changes, the Connector might require the Human to provide some input regarding characteristics of his/her individual values. Changes in hard ethics (e.g., new regulations) require the Mediator(s) to adapt accordingly. Such changes may require the adaptation to new interfaces or forms of negotiation. Changes propagate throughout all elements of our envisioned architecture and each element has to be capable of reactive self-adaptation.

In the following, we discuss how the proposed architecture addresses the four challenges of our problem statement (discussed above in Section 1):

- **Complex decision-making**: The Mediator plays a central role in decision-making as it actively tries to reconcile different and sometimes competing stakeholder goals. Access to the Human Models (which are expressions of soft and hard ethics) is essential to correctly assess acceptability and impact at the level of the Humans affected. The Mediator also actively orchestrates the interactions between the Connectors and the Humans in cases where additional information is required, bringing the human (indirectly) in the loop in the decision-making.

- **Capturing Stakeholder Goals**: The Connector is the main interface used by the Humans for expressing their stakeholder goals (soft ethics). These are reflected and persisted in the Human Models which can be consulted and taken into account during decision-making.

- **Stakeholder engagement**: As discussed above, the Connector is actively used by the Human to express ethics, but also to provide input and feedback upon request by the SASTS, for example when initiated by Mediators. In addition, the Connector provides access to decisional outcomes and explanations. Finally,
the Connector also provides means of intervention and control to the human stakeholder.

- **Evolution & change:** The Connector is responsible for co-evolving the Human Models with the human ethics. It monitors and keeps track of deviations between the Human and its model representation, and when this happens, an actualization activity is performed. The direct feedback provided by and interventions performed by Humans might be additional indicators of evolution. Independently, the Third Party Auditor assumes a similar role, evaluating at a higher level the overall system outcomes and evolution (dotted arrow on the right in Figure 2), taking heed of the soft and hard ethics of the affected Humans (dotted arrows at the center and on the left in Figure 2).

3 EXEMPLARY APPLICATION

To showcase the general applicability of our vision outlined in Section 2, we apply our architecture to the motivating example described in Section 1.

As shown in Figure 3, the assistive robot of DAiSY acts as an intermediary element between the humans and the Triage System. For our example, we focus on two types of humans interacting with DAiSY: Patients and Clinicians. In the case of triage decisions, a neutral Ethics Committee takes the role of Third Party Auditor. The Patient uses the robot to register with the Triage System and is guided through different automated examinations. Furthermore, the Clinician interacts with the Triage System as necessary, and upon the patient’s admission, the clinician steps in to deliver care based on the Patient’s triage priority.

The Triage Mediator communicates with the Triage Back-end, Patient and Clinician Connector. It ensures that the triage system adheres to the hard ethics (e.g., the applicable legal framework) and tries to make trade-off decisions based on the soft ethics that the connectors communicate to the Triage Mediator. An exemplary trade-off decision could involve a Patient willingly lowering their priority to favor elderly patients with a similar or lower priority. To make these kinds of trade-off decisions, the Triage Mediator might use other Patient Models, as shown in Figure 4.

Figure 3: High-level architecture of DAiSY.

Figure 4 shows a more detailed description of the instantiation of our architecture in DAiSY, focusing on the empowerment of the Patient and Clinician. In this example, the robot is augmented with a Patient Connector, which empowers the patient to establish their own ethical choices which cover aspects of the triage decision-making process and also directed relations to data privacy. The Clinician Connector enables the Clinician to establish their unique ethical guidelines. These guidelines can pertain to work-related matters, such as ethical considerations regarding overtime, or how productivity indicators are gathered and utilized for assessment or comparison with peers. These individualized ethical standards are stored in both the Patient Model and the Clinician Model.

The application of our architecture addresses the concerns stated in the motivating example in Section 1. The Triage Mediator plays a pivotal role in mitigating the concerns regarding the misaligned objectives and neglect of human soft ethics by enforcing hard ethics regarding triage. In the case of our exemplary DAiSY system, these hard ethics include the legal framework regarding triage situations, but also data privacy and security of the sensitive patient and clinician data. To ensure equitable allocation of scarce medical resources, including clinicians, the Triage Mediator can utilize the Patient Models and Clinician Models to examine and, if needed, engage in automated negotiations with the triage system.

The Patient and Clinician Connector, serving as the interface between the Human and the Triage System, also empower humans to express their preferences regarding soft ethics. The Connectors also serve to mitigate concerns regarding bias and the neglect of human soft ethics, by allowing the human to recognize that there is a bias through the Connector. The Connector could use the gained knowledge to trigger adaptation in the SASTS. In our example, the Patient Connector, being close to the patient helps to reduce the necessity of having to infer or learn specific details, such as demographic information from generic models. This is because the Patient Connector supplies all the required decisions made by the patient concerning their unique ethical guidelines. Normally, these would need to be learned by DAiSY through profiling. In addition, the Connectors –being a close reflection of the soft ethics of the patients– can also ensure a certain degree of cultural sensitivity. The Ethics Committee as the role of Third Party Auditor also helps in mitigating all three concerns, by ensuring correct behavior of all architecture elements regarding triage decisions.
4 RELATED WORK
We investigate the state of the art in three categories in the following subsections.

4.1 Architecture Elements
To support the interaction between humans and SASTSs, the proposed architecture relies on two architectural elements: software connectors and mediators. In software architecture, connectors are architectural elements that model interactions among components and rules that govern such interactions. They are a design mean to conceptually separate a system’s interactions from computations. Connectors can assume different roles depending on the logic that they embed to manage interactions: communication, coordination, adaptation, and mediation [43].

The latter are mediating connectors or mediators. The mediator concept was initially introduced to cope with the integration of heterogeneous data sources [48] and as design pattern. It was proposed to deal with components’ protocol mismatches [23, 50] and in the field of software architecture as ad-hoc wrappers to address communication problems [41]. Mediators and automated mediation were proposed within the Web Services and Semantic Web contexts [28] as well as in ubiquitous environments to cope with components’ behavioral diversities at run-time [6, 40].

Underlying the concept of mediator is the need to represent a centralized unit of control that can manage interactions to and from multiple sources. The idea of having connectors that are able to self-adapt at run-time for enabling functional and non-functional interoperability has been looked into by automating the synthesis of connectors either at the middleware level [31] or application level [13, 29].

More recently, connectors have been proposed as ethical mediators between the autonomous system and its users able to intercept their interactions and prevent/adapt/modify system behaviors that are not admissible by the user’s ethical preferences [3].

4.2 Human in the Loop
Socio-technical systems (STSs) consist of human, hardware, and software agents that work in tandem to fulfill stakeholder requirements [39]. Self-adaptation comes into play when the agents that comprise an STS must continuously adapt their behaviors to take into account risks and opportunities that arise at run-time [32]. It was Peng et al. [32] that originally looked into this problem, and proposed a decision-theoretic self-adaptation framework that incorporates how changes should be handled when agents reconsider and renegotiate their commitments and plans with other agents. In the context of socio-cyber-physical systems (SCPSs), which are similar in concept to STSs, Calinescu et al. [9] identified as a challenge the incorporation of self-adaptive capabilities into SCPSs, in particular, the leveraging of human-interpretable input. As indicated in that paper, machine learning may provide a solution to that challenge, but before that, we need to understand how humans can be empowered when interacting with these types of systems.

Whether it is human on or in the loop, when framing the interaction of humans with self-adaptive systems (SAs), several approaches have addressed human empowerment in the process of decision-making [19]. One approach uses explanations to be provided to humans, which should be part of another feedback layer residing on top of the classical MAPE-K loop, for them to steer decision-making [30]. A similar approach relies on probabilistic model checking for providing explanations associated with adaptations, for supporting the human to select the appropriate adaptation [24]. A different approach to support decision-making combines digital twins for representing an SAS, and virtual reality for supporting an immersive and realistic human involvement in the self-adaptation loop [51]. A more intrusive approach considers a co-adaptive solution to operationalize the neural input into software systems [25].

4.3 Values and Ethics
Several practitioners and approaches have been advocating the need to align technologies with human values [15, 27, 47], norms, and ethics [35]. Some of these approaches are concerned with different types of human values. Examples are found in [36] in which 36 different types of human values classified as instrumental and terminal have been proposed; in [37] where ten universal value categories known as the Theory as Basic values are suggested; and in [26] in which values are seen as mental representations that can be studied at system, abstract, and instantiation levels.

Other approaches have been proposed that study values in human-computer interaction [10] and in software engineering [7, 49]. Social values have been used in software design patterns [21], and the impact of values has also been measured in requirements engineering activities [33]. Moreover, in value-based requirements engineering, values are considered as personal attitudes and beliefs that influence requirements [44]. Values can also be treated as soft-goals or non-functional requirements [4]. Some approaches promote the need to reflect on values before attempting to operationalize them [14] and suggest a ranking mechanism to elicit values. Value-sensitive design [16] has also been used as an approach to identify values of ethical importance using scenarios and storyboarding. In [38] the authors present a comprehensive survey about considering values during the development of software systems.

Recent attempts were directed toward the modeling of users’s soft ethics based on surveys. In [2] the survey is based on the correlations between ethics positions (idealism and relativism), personality traits (honesty/humility, conscientiousness, Machiavellianism and narcissism), and worldview (normativism), and then by using a clustering approach to create ethical profiles predictive of user’s digital behaviors concerning privacy violation, copyright infringements, caution, and protection. In [1] a new methodology directed to gather data on the moral preferences of users was presented that takes the form of a questionnaire based on real-life scenarios in which the user’s decision has a moral impact. The new questionnaire captures the choices that people make and their underlying motivations according to the agents themselves.

Existing approaches support value operationalization in the early stages of software development. An exception is found in Values@Runtime [5], in which the authors advocate the use of software to help users articulate, measure, and reflect on their values at run time, following the views that users better understand their values as they experience, reflect, and learn more about them [17]. The work described in this paper complements this view by providing an architecture in which users are empowered with respect
to their values and ethical considerations when interacting with socio-technical systems.

5 OPEN CHALLENGES
While our architectural vision successfully tackles some of the initial challenges we identified (as discussed in Section 2), we now encounter a new set of ongoing challenges. We group these new challenges into four different areas:

Realization of Architectural Elements. An obvious challenge lies in the realization of the proposed architecture and elements. Questions regarding the deployment, ownership, and operation of the Connector and Mediator exist in practice and will require interdisciplinary cooperation e.g. with legal experts. Clear interfaces need to be defined for Connectors and Mediators. The potential communication overhead, added by the Connector and Mediator needs to be feasible for different application scenarios. Also, each architectural element, including the SASTS, needs to provide a way for the Third Party Auditor to effectively assess and audit.

Expressing Ethics. We identify the operationalization of soft and hard ethics to be a significant challenge [5, 38]. Despite some advances in the literature (e.g. [18, 45]), the operationalization of soft ethics, as defined in [38] — ‘the process of identifying human values and translating them to accessible and concrete concepts so that they can be implemented, validated, verified, and measured in software’, is still an open problem both during design time and run time of the systems [5, 45]. There are difficulties in modeling soft and hard ethics and accounting for context-awareness. Additionally, we see, that soft and hard ethics need to be made tangible, ensuring that all proposed architectural elements, including the SASTS and Human, understand them and can adapt according to their changes. Moreover, legal change, the evolution of regulations, and the representation of these hard ethics in a manner that is comprehensive to the SASTS need to be considered [8, 20].

Empowering Humans. Regarding humans, empowering individuals, groups, and society is a challenge [2, 3]. In addition to the current lack of means to empower people, there is uncertainty about the effectiveness of future methods and whether they will actually be utilized. Furthermore, we see that when providing means to empower humans, potential opportunities for abusing the system arise. This in turn produces the challenge of dealing with potential adversaries. It is necessary to support negotiation between humans and the SASTSs when interacting.

Negotiations and Trade-offs. In terms of the realization of our vision described in Section 2, the development and operationalization of the SASTSs, Connectors, and Mediators and their respective models, remain open challenges. Negotiation protocols that handle the previously described challenges need to be established. The negotiation protocols have to consider transactional properties of negotiation outcomes and enable re-negotiation in response to changes in the human, the SASTS, or the environment. In this process, the SASTS should be able to inform humans about its changes and be aware of possible reluctance. Additionally, it is crucial that these negotiation protocols can deal with conflicts that may arise due to incompatibilities between a human’s soft and hard ethics and the SASTS’s goals. Balancing the SASTS’s involvement with Connectors and Mediators is also challenging. We highlight that there should always be a fallback policy that may involve minimal SASTS involvement or even require blocking it altogether. Therefore, the SASTS should remain open, aware, and adaptive to Mediators and not adopt a “take-it-or-leave-it” mentality when human soft and hard ethics and SASTS goals do not perfectly align.

6 CONCLUSION
We have proposed a vision for human empowerment in the development of self-adaptive socio-technical systems (SASTSs), which takes heed of the soft and hard ethics of humans – at the level of individuals, communities, and society at large. Conway’s law states that the fundamental structures of a system will typically mimic or reflect the structure of the organization that develops it [12]. In that sense, it should not be entirely surprising that the main structure of the proposed architecture likewise reflects some of the best practices in how a democratic society is organized. Citizens have been given rights and freedoms and means to enact these rights and freedoms in the form of Connectors. Society at large is constantly making non-trivial trade-off decisions between different and competing goals, carefully balancing the interests of all involved actors. In the proposed architecture, this role is played by the Mediators. Access to and awareness of the soft and hard ethics of the different involved and affected humans is essential to proper and informed decision-making – the reification of these are the Human Models in our proposed architecture. Finally, the overall functioning is monitored and audited by governmental and non-governmental organizations such as ethics committees, watchdogs, etc – these are the Third-Party Auditors.

The adoption of this architecture has a number of important preconditions and consequences: (i) by exclusively relying on Connectors, the involved humans should be able to come to an understanding about decisions and outcomes, about how their specific soft and hard ethics were taken into account (informed participants), and about how they themselves may contribute to more optimal overall outcomes (human-in-the-loop), (ii) the Human Models are not static and Connectors should constantly verify that these model representations are still in line with reality (co-evolution of human models), (iii) the decision-making should be proactively transparent and open to the Third-Party Auditors and impactful decisions should be explainable and independently verifiable (transparency and openness).
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